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Despite the fact that the company had no experience in creating full-fledged cars, Laurin and
Clement successfully produced bicycles with an internal combustion engine, having received
wide distribution far beyond the borders of their native Czech Republic. The first automobile
model of the Skoda company was developed jointly with the company Hispano-Suiza , and the
top leaders of the Czech Republic and Germany became customers of the Czech brand. Later,
free sales of the Skoda HB6 began, but their circulation did not exceed copies. The highlight of
this car was independent suspension and a 6. In , the Skoda bankruptcy procedure began, but
thanks to government intervention, the question of closing the company was withdrawn.
However, a strict condition was set, according to which the management of the company had to
find a technological partner capable of making significant investments and technologies for the
continued existence of the brand. This partner was the German concern Volkswagen , which
bought back a controlling stake, including Skoda among its brands. On the platform from
Volkswagen Golf of the third generation, 1. In the same year, a new generation of Skoda Felicia
was introduced, which has become much more modern and reliable than all previous
generations. In addition, it was this model that began to be delivered to other countries, as a
result, becoming in the Spanish and Portuguese automobile market one of the first new cars of
the SEAT brand. Adobe Acrobat Document Skoda Citigo Owner's Manual. Adobe Acrobat
Document 2. Skoda Laura Owners Manual. Skoda Laura-Owners-Manual. Adobe Acrobat
Document 4. Skoda Fabia Owners Manual. Skoda Fabia-Owners-Manual. Adobe Acrobat
Document 3. Skoda Octavia Owner's Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 7. Skoda Felicia User's
Manual. Skoda Rapid Owners Manual. Skoda Rapid-Owners-Manual. Skoda Kamiq Owner's
Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 6. Skoda Karoq Owner's Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 9.
Skoda Roomster Owner's Manual. Skoda Kodiaq Owner's Manual. Skoda New Octavia Owner's
Manual. Skoda Scala Owner's Manual. Skoda Superb Owners Manual. Skoda Superb
Owners-Manual. Skoda Yeti Owners Manual. Skoda Yeti-Owners-Manual. Skoda Superb iV
Owner's Manual. History of Skoda Cars. Skoda Octavia â€” repair manuals and maintenance
guide, wiring diagrams, instruction manual and owners manuals free download. A good
European car from all other cars is practical, reliable and economical. For example, the famous
Skoda Octavia from the Czech automaker, a member of the Volkswagen group of companies, in
its latest performance is not just a lightweight and compact European-made family car, but also
a very beautiful, as well as reliable model. Nevertheless, despite the good potential of reliability
and high technologies, each car needs competent operation, maintenance and, if necessary,
timely repair of various components and assemblies. That is why all owners of Skoda Octavia
just need to have a manual â€” Skoda Octavia repair manual. In addition to instructions for
repair and maintenance, technical characteristics, important instructions for craftsmen and
drivers, these Skoda Octavia repair manuals are generously supplied with various diagrams and
photographs that enhance the effect of transmitting the necessary information. Thanks to a
competent editorial approach, the manuals contain sections and chapters representing the
individual components and assemblies of the machine, all their technical characteristics and
peculiarities of work. A very good and detailed section, which describes the possible failures
and malfunctions of the car with their consistent, effective elimination. The authors provide
step-by-step instructions on how to diagnose and repair the Skoda Octavia in various
situations, provide accurate and illustrative examples of actions that even a novice car
enthusiast can do in most cases. All content on the site Carmanualsclub. The site
administration does not bear any responsibility for illegal actions, and any damage incurred by
the copyright holders. Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and
website in this browser for the next time I comment. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam.
Learn how your comment data is processed. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the
website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic
functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal
information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and
is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents
are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. Skoda Octavia. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address
will not be published. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume
you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close Privacy
Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the
website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser
as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use
third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These
cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to
opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing

experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. As this post contains some
excellent details, pinned here for reference since the old documentation post no longer had
valid links. I think this is a good page: elsaweb. Here's a link. Could anyone advise on how to
identify the exact model of a Skoda octavia? I need to order some steering parts but I am being
asked for the model number? Any help is appreciated. Thank you. The previous owner seems to
have lost most of the manuals for my Octavia. An ideas on where I could pick up a proper
Service Schedule? I was checking the manuals for some infos wich are essential to run
ElsaWin. But i could not find out my final drive code. Where can i get it?? Was there one
specifically for this model? Any tips welcome. You need to be a member in order to leave a
comment. Sign up for a new account in our community. It's easy! Already have an account?
Sign in here. By cormac By tewebacca. By SimonAudi. By Danielwhitt. By NZ Please note the
following important links Terms of Use. We have a comprehensive Privacy Policy. We have
placed cookies on your device to help make this website better. You can adjust your cookie
settings , otherwise we'll assume you're okay to continue. Prev 1 2 Next Page 1 of 2.
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Technical Information. Automobile Skoda Octavia Owner's Manual pages. Technical Information
S Page 3 Rear final drive S The Service Manual is intended only for use within the Skoda
Organisation; it is not permitted to pass it on to Printed in CR third persons. Keep area in front
of the vehicle clear. Proceed with appropriate care when conducting the test in or- der to avoid
any damage. Connecting vehicle system tester V. Depress the clutch pedal and engage 1st gear.
Drive off slowly; only the front wheels should rotate when this is done. If a variation exists
These measured values supply information regarding the operating state of the system or of the
sensors connected. In many cases, the measured values transmitted can be used as an aid in
fault finding and in rectifying faults. Raise vehicle. Set a measuring range of 20 V. Switch
ignition on. Measure between contact 1 and contact 2 earth at the unplugged connector. Arrow
-A- Shift movement Separate exhaust system at the double clamp and remove together with
catalytic converter 2nd person required. Page 65! Adjust supporting arm at slide with detent pin
arrows. Page 88! Knocking on 5th speed gear. Inspecting 5th speed synchronizer ring Before
re-installing selector gear and synchronizer ring of 5th speed, press Page 92! Pack space
between sealing lip and dust lip half-full with grease G A1. Disconnect oil return-flow line for
turbo- charger from engine -arrow-. G or commercially available 6 mm wrench socket to remove
screw for joint flange of right output shaft. Page ! Page 7 "! G and V. The shoulders arrows must
be positioned below the bearing. Now, bolt together the two halves as far as the stop. The
purpose of the setting is to cre- ate the preload of the taper roller bearings for the shaft bevel
gear. Insert inner race of small taper roller bear- ing and output flange and fit on hexagon nut. A
- Screw in M 10 hexagon bolt as a counter- support. B - Wrench socket Tighten hexagon nut to
20 Nm, turn back hexagon bolt -A- or turn out fully. Insert an 1. Head bevel gear of input shaft
installed on the side with S example: 1. Friction tot. Secure the pendulum support to the subframe with bolt M8x80 mm and nut It is not possible 0 1 '! Knock in the new seal until flush.
Installation is carried out in the reverse order. G with cable V. Print page 1 Print document
pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload
from disk. Upload from URL. Quick Links Download this manual. Service Department. Technical

Information. Automobile Skoda Octavia Owner's Manual pages. Technical Information S Page 3
Supplement to Repair Groups 01, 57, 58, 60, 69, 70 S G and select central control unit for central
locking J Page 8 Survey of components of front bumper for vehicles Page 9 Summary of
components for the complete rear spoiler Page 10 List of components of rear inertia reel seat
belt Page 11 Service Removing and installing bottom C pillar trim panel It is visible through a
win- dow in the cover of the plenum chamber after opening the bonnet. Page 16 OCTAVIA
Self-diagnosis Once an airbag unit is ignited then the control unit sends a signal to the control
unit for the convenience system or for the central locking system and to the engine control unit.
This func- tion serves to maintain passive safety on the vehicle. G with pro- gramme card 6. S or
V. G with programme card 9. These measured values must be read once again when the battery
is K The number of faults stored appears on the dis- play. Actuator diagnosis K Readout on the
display:. G , and erase it. G , are G Possible cause of fault Rectifying fault Airbag units and belt
tensioners ignited - Erase fault memory Crash data stored - Replace airbag control unit -J Replace airbag units and all dam- aged components G Possible cause for the fault Fault
removal Undefined switch Cables or plug connections defect - Check the cables, plug
connectors Crash sensor side condition and fuses according to the electri- airbag SJ Page 38
OCTAVIA Self-Diagnosis Display Denomination Display Fault elimination field contents Ignition
device correct No fault for side airbag passenger side -N too small - Visual inspection of the
cable guides too large - Check the correct fitting and tightness of the plug connections not
fitted of the relevant circuit and check the display again. Disconnect plug connection of front
pas- senger airbag unit. G , V. G or Attach connector for airbag to the seat with adhesive tape.
Continued for all countries: Connect vehicle system tester V. Press key Q. Continued for all
countries: Readout on display If a channel other than 01 and 03 is entered, other circuits are
switched off and this fault can Connect vehicle system tester V. Switch on ignition. The airbag
warning light K75 lights up and must go out after about 4 seconds. When commencing fault
finding, initiate self-di- agnosis and interrogate the stored information with the fault reader V. G
or V. G Test of vehicle systems K Readout in display: 46 - Convenience system central module
Confirm entry with the key Q. K Read-out in display G Possible cause of fault Rectifying fault
Pass. G cause of fault Rectifying fault Power window thermoprot. K Readout in display Follow
test procedure exactly: first of all interrogate fault memory, then erase it. Ending Page - Once
again interrogate fault memory. Switch driver side closed - Inspect the relevant plug
connections for correct Edition Page Mirror selection switch left - Erase fault memory. Mirror
adjustment switch not fitted Not fitted on Octavia. Page Not fitted - Perform function test.
Implausible - Interrogate fault memory again. Display group number for models Open - Visual
inspection of cable running Man. Closed - Check plug connections of the relevant circuits for
deactivated correct connection and also check display. Page - If the display content does not
change during activa- Rear latch Open tion, the fault must be eliminated or the relevant Closed
component replaced. Not fitted - Perform function test. Not fitted on Octavia K Read-out in
display: Channel 4 Adaptation Store changed value? Confirm entry with key Q. Confirm entry
with the key Q. Adaptation with vehicle system tester V. Adaptation K Read-out in display: Enter
channel number XX Press keys 0 and 0 with channel number 00 all keys are deleted. Adaptation
K Read-out in display: Delete learning values? On each radio key to be updated activate a key
once in the above example on 3 keys. Channel 9 Adaptation K Read-out in display: Store
changed value? Test of vehicle systems Notes: The description which follows relates only to
the vehicle system tester V. G using pro- gramme card version 6. Test of vehicle systems K
Read-out in display: 35 central locking Confirm entry with key Q. List of available functions
Page 01 - Interrogating control unit version 02 - Interrogating fault memory G Key button for CL
front passenger Erasing fault memory Requirements Page Coding Control Unit Overall door
opening Table of codes for 3rd generation of central locking Code number Basic code number
for all equipment Octavia Central locking without power-window lifter Central locking and 2
power-window lifters Central locking and Page OCTAVIA Self-Diagnosis Display group number
Display Designation Readout in Rectifying fault zone display Rear right door feedback lock Visual inspection of wiring unlock - Inspect lock mechanism - Inspect that plug connections of
relevant circuit are correct and tightly fitted and at the same time check the display. Page
Locked - Interrogate fault memory again. Page If the display content is Tailgate open changed
during the test, rectify fault or replace - Detent closed the relevant component. It is not fitted on
Octavia Page Test Table For Vehicles Page - Erase fault memory. Illumination of switch
Electrical system; self-diagnosis; Adaptation of ignition keys, Rep. If no fault is stored, the key
adaptation was successful. Perform functional test for all radio keys. Channel 5 Adaptation K
Read-out in display: Store changed value? Page OCTAVIA Self-Diagnosis Once initialising of
the seat has been performed, it is not necessary to repeat initialising after dis- connecting the
seat and re-connecting it to the voltage supply. Initialising can be switched off once the

backrest has been moved up to the front stop and the switch is operated for a further 5 seconds
or so. Test of vehicle systems K Readout in display: 02 - Interrogate fault memory Confirm entry
with the key Q. All the possible faults which can be re- cognised by the control unit and
displayed If components are displayed as faulty, first by the vehicle system tester V. G Possible
cause of fault Rectifying fault Short circuit to Cables or plug connections faulty - Test wiring,
plug connections and Sender rear height positive fuses according to CFD adj. Page OCTAVIA
Self-Diagnosis Designation Rectifying fault Memory button 1 0 not operated 1 operated Memory
button 2 0 not operated 1 operated - Inspect cables and relevant plug connections for correct
installation and tightness and at the Memory button 3 0 not operated same time check the
display. Unscrew the remaining top fixing Release the top catch pegs of the trim strip with
screwdriver in direction of -arrow B-. On cable nipple control lever , fasten string or similar
material of approx. Separate electrical plug connections and pull cable out of tailgate. Unscrew
the bolts attaching the hinges and take off tailgate. The gas strut must be clamped in the vice
only in this area otherwise risk of accident! Unclip pull rod Separate relevant plug connections.
Take out sleeve Unscrew bolts Take off strip. Disconnect multipin plug connection at pillar A.
Other measures such as aligning the doors upward, are of no effect. The door drops down again
when pressure is subsequently applied. Open or close window sufficiently until the clamping
jaws are positioned in the assembly openings -arrows-. Unscrew locking screw Pull outer door
handle up to the stop in direction of actuation -arrow A- and hold in this position. Installing The
installation is carried out in reverse order. Pull inner window slot seal off the flange. Lower door
window. Take out screws and for window guide and pull window guide off the triangular window
-arrow-. Close or open door window sufficiently until the clamping jaws are positioned in the
assembly openings -arrows-. Push through expanding pin of the fulcrum lever, take fulcrum
lever off the door and detach locking rod. Release cover for electric drive in direc- tion of arrow.
Remove electric drive. K Catch hooks with roller should be engaged in the guide rails. Push rear
guides with pins only from front to rear between the notches -arrows-. Insert runner of the sun
protection runners locked in place in sun protection into the guide channels. Insert runner on
the other side into the guide channels and fit on the side stops They are cleaned from the
bottom end of the hose. The hoses can remain installed for cleaning. Unclip bottom trim in rear
area -arrow-, push forward and take it off the roof surround. Unclip front trim at top and in the
middle and release at the rear. Always align left and right sides of glass panel symmetrically.
For easier mounting slide sun screen slightly backwards. Lever off front and rear slide with a
screw- driver and remove sun screen from the top. Align assembly unit and screw into the roof
frame. Check and if necessary ensure proper rout- ing of cables and plug connections of all
elec- trical components at the roof. The self-adhesive support is replaced by a holder on
vehicles Open side trim panel of luggage com- partment and remove bolts and The windscreen
must always be replaced with a new original part. The cut-out rear and side windows can be
re-used after a thorough inspection. Wear protective gloves and goggles when cutting hardened
PUR glue and when handling cutting cord. Removing undamaged windscreen Remove water
collection strips Offset spooler V. Note: Cut through glue sealing material as long as the cutting
wire is guided in the guide pulley V. Apply a thin coat of activator to the cut back glue layer.
Dimension -a- mm. Dimension -b- mm. Turn out top part of expanding clips a few turns and pull
out expanding clips. G for removing, and pull strip off the door. Remove Torx screws Pull
wheelhouse liner out of wheelhouse. Insert dummy cover into the hole of the trailer coupling
arm. Pull off the foil by pulling on it with a medium force at a sharp angle. Shape projections of
film to match C pillar. Affix shadows into the middle of the film eye. Self-adhesive film at rear
windows Affix side shadows at a distance -b- approx. Page Affix the inner centre highlight into
the mid- dle of the outer highlight matching the aid markings. Affix inscription to middle of roof
-arrow A- identifies middle of inscription Affix inscription to middle of roof -arrow B- identifies
middle of inscription At the same time align inscription to edge of roof based on aid markings
-arrows-. If necessary, mark the 12 mm distance from the painted sur- faces. At the same time
align top edge of the film to the perforated edge of the window, while maintaining the projection
of 5 mm. Centre pillar Affix film to the centre pillar. Rear spoiler for vehicles Octavia Estate RS
Summary of the components - for the complete rear spoiler 1 - Glue sealing mass Do not drive
into the carwash within 24 hours of gluing on the spoiler. Removing and installing additional
brake light for vehicles Octavia Es- tate RS Special tools, testers and aids required Universal
cleaning solution Part No. Remove additional brake light from spoiler. Unplug connector from
additional brake light. Installing Clean the seating area for the spoiler and Do not damage
surrounding layer. Scratches always remain visible. Note: Wear protective rubber gloves for this
step. Note: The interior rear-view mirror can be fitted on after 15 minutes. Pull connector out of
pedestal and sepa- rate. Maintain the air drying time: at least 10 min- utes up to max. Preparing
mounting plate for bonding Remove any adhesive residues. Sand bonded surface wet with very

fine sand- ing paper - roughness. Pull cup up and out of clip connec- tion. Pull rear ashtray up
and out. Raise handbrake lever. Unscrew bolt Release cap e. Press holder in direction of -arrow
A- and unhook holder in direction of -arrow B-. Drill depth 8 mm. Note: Clean holes and carry
out protection against corrosion. Summary of components for alarm Always replace with new
ge- nuine parts. Following an accident the seat belt system must systematically be examined! If
it is found to be damaged on the basis of the items checked, the customer must be informed of
the necessity of having the seat belts replaced with new genuine parts. Check Pull the belt out
of the retractor by giving it a forceful jerk. Exert a powerful pull on the seat belt to check
whether the locking mechanism is latched. If at After disconnecting the battery it is essential to
wait one minute. The ignition must be switched on when connecting the airbag system to a
power source and no person should be present inside the vehicle. Protective seat covers have a
negative effect on the proper operation of the side airbag. Turn the steering wheel until one of
the bore holes -arrow A- is pointing downwards. Unhook the spring -arrow B- from the rear side
of the steering wheel through the bore hole using a small screwdriver. Remove steering wheel
boss only on mod- els not fitted with airbag. Notes: Applies only to steering wheel with airbag
unit. The restoring ring and slip ring should be removed and installed when the steering wheel
is in the centre position and the wheels in the straight-ahead position. Unscrew screws Pull out
airbag unit with holders down- wards. Disconnect plug connection for airbag unit. Roll up
carpet in the front area of the B-cross member. Disconnect plug connection Unscrew screws of
crash sensors Turn the switch with the ignition key into the middle position and pull out the
front pas- senger airbag switch -arrow- carefully. Disconnect plug connection for front passen
Install earth strap of the airbag unit below the bottom screw Tighten screws of the airbag unit to
7 Nm. Affix self-adhesive identification label smal- ler one from the airbag unit to the side of the
backrest frame -arrow-. Remove right footwell trim panel on driver side. Connect ignition device
V. G to con- nector of airbag unit, cut cable off side airbag unit, if necessary, and connect to
ignition device. Take out cross-head screws and Take off trim panels and for steering column
switches. For all vehicles Note: The radio and other devices can remain installed during this
removal operation. Pull off the dash panel from the central pipe and remove from the vehicle.
Installing Installation takes place in the reverse order. For all vehicles or the Installing Note:
When placing the dash panel onto the central Unscrew bolts 25 Nm and take out sup- port
Unscrew bolt 25 Nm in plenum cham- ber. Take central tube out of vehicle. Unscrew screws 4
Nm. The sound insulation sheeting must always be glued carefully and crease-free. When re
Separate plug connections and lug- gage compartment lighting. Pull cover off clips Page 4 Screws Removing and installing foldable retainers in luggage compartment Octavia Combi 4x4
and RS Notes: On the vehicles Octavia Combi RS only the front retainers are foldable, the rear
retainers are not foldable. Removing Remove screws 5. Use a screwdriver to carefully lever out
inte- rior light and separate plug connection. Fit on attached parts. Removing and installing
moulded headliner Octavia Estate Removing: Disconnect earth strap of battery. Pull cover strip
down and off the roof frame clipped in place. Page resp. Disconnect negative terminal of the
battery Unplug connector for seat heater -arrows A Remove screws Take off seat height
adjustment handle Installing seat height adjustment handle Installation of the seat height
adjustment han- dle is performed in the reverse order. Tighten- ing torque of the screws is 6
Nm. Take connector of electric cable for backrest heater off the seat frame -arrow B-. Unplug
connector of electric cable for back- rest heater -arrow C-. Take off backrest frame from seat
frame. Assembling seat frame and backrest frame Note: During installation make sure that all
terminals and plugs are installed in the correct positions. Remove screws -arrow A- and pull out
seat height adjustment elements Push seat fully forward. Remove cover and unscrew screw
Unclip right cover and remove. Disconnect plug connection for operating unit. Unscrew screws
-arrows- 1. Push out hooks of the seat bench from lugs and remove seat from vehicle. Page
Push out bolts and and remove the seat bank from the vehicle. K Fig. Detach clamping section
com- pletely on the underside. Push up cover. Cut through upholstery clips with nippers. Tilt
arm rest. Pull off cover of arm rest and align safety hooks using a screwdriver with groove or
small pliers. Pull safety pull rod up and out. Remove safety guide The cover with the sewn-in
clamping sec- tion is fixed to the flange of the back panel. Print page 1 Print document pages.
Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from
disk. Upload from URL. More info and download! Skoda Octavia III -Third generation Typ 5E; â€”
includes vehicles that have received prominent upgrades, but at the same time it has also
maintained the basic style and reputation of Octavia. These vehicles have actually been based
upon MQB that is modular transverse matrix and was presented in the mid September in front of
the masses. In case you are the owner of any car belonging to 3 rd generation of Skoda Octavia,
then surely it will be your preference to obtain maximum information related with the vehicle
because money is invested on its purchase. We crush competitors giving customers the factory

repair manual in a legal manner. Respecting the copyright of the manufacturers, our repair
manuals are taken directly from the manufacturer, so are the highest quality possible. Only we
can offer these service manuals in pdf version. Only we can give the customer exactly manual
written for his car. Because we use customers car VIN number when we deliver these repair
manuals. You can get what you want by paying a visit to our website and downloading the
repair manual for these cars. We have taken a great initiative by using the skills of competent
technicians and modern ways of research for making the repairing manuals for these cars.
From engine to clutch we have included detail of each and every part inside our products so
after reading it you will get a fair idea about the working capacity and requirements that are
related with Skoda Octavia. The best aspect related with these vehicles is that they have been
designed for providing maximum comfort to masses using the modern technological aids which
are be
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ing introduced. The safety system also uses modern standards in the most compatible manner.
This has the inclusion of emergency brakes, lane detection system, multi collision brakes as
well as other standard features. There are many other handsome characteristics related with
Skoda Octavia III -Third generation Typ 5E; â€” and you will get complete details associated
with them at our website. Just download the repair manual offered by our company and you will
get details associated with different parts of these models in a comprehensive manner. Our
experts have done proper research upon different characteristics and qualities which have been
included in the Skoda Octavia III -Third generation Typ 5E; â€” and because of this reason you
will find the service manual present at our website complete and free of all kinds of flaws. You
will get complete details associated with the following. Login t our website to get your copy.
Factory Manual The only service manual that matter! October 22,

